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A-Language function 

1) Respond to each of the following situations:- 

1. A friend is trying to persuade you to visit the place you have never 

heard of you’d like more information about it. 

2. You have missed school because you are ill. You would like some help 

from your teacher.  

3. Your friend wants to know where your dream house would be.  

4. You and a group of friends are discussing what you need to be a 

successful sportsman. It’s your turn to express an opinion.  

2) Say where these mini dialogues take place and who the speakers are:- 

1:- A: What do you think of this statue? 

B: Really. great. 

A: This is why we should protect our heritage 

B: That’s right. 

2:- A: And how did you feel when you were awarded the Nobel prize? 

B: I was proud of myself and my country. 

A: That’s all we have time for. Thanks a lot. 

 

B-Vocabulary and structure 

2) Choose the correct answers from a, b, c or d: 

      1-Every year the musician ....... more than a hundred concerts and lectures. 

a- makes   b- takes  c- gives  d- plays 

2-The plane is .............. the field from the air, to kill harmful herbs. 

a- drying  b- spoiling  c- spelling  d- spraying 

3-The Judges found it very difficult to .............. a winner. 

a- select  b- gather  c- collect  d- modify 

4-I hope I .............. the math’s test at school tomorrow. 

a- pass  b- win  c- gain  d- succeed 

5-When the boat sank, The .............. were saved by a passing ship. 

a- navy  b- crew  c- staff  d- jury 

6-.............. is a scientific study of people, their belief and customs. 

a- Anthropology b- Ecology  c- Psychology      d-geography  

7-Luxor is popular Egyptian .............. for many visitors to Egypt. 

a- population b- location  c- Evaluation d- destination 

8-After the accident, the man was .............. in his car for two hours, but 

eventually someone resaved him 

a- grapple b- kidnapped c- trapped  d- tricked 
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9-People who have no goals are .............. successful. 

a- ever  b- seldom  c- always  d- often 

10You won’t win the first prize .............. you train very hard. 

a- except  b- unless  c- however  d- If 

11-The plane .............. be delayed because of the fog. 

a- should  b- might  c- is   d- was 

12- So far today I .............. emails to six of my friends to tell them good 

news. 

a- am writing b- have written c- was writing d- have been writing 

13- In the second half, we wore ........... the other team and won the match 

2-0 

a- off          b-out           c- down               d- on 

14-The first person .......Is poke to this morning was my sister  

     a- which      b- whose      c- that                  d- what 

15-At school , we are .........how to revise for our exams. 

      a-teaching     b-be thought   c- being thought   d- been thought    

16-................it been cold, you would have needed warm clothes. 

    a-If             b-Unless        c-Had          d-Were 

4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences then write them  correctly: 

1-If the film hadn’t been funny, I wouldn't laugh. 

2-Omar was youngest child in his family. 

3-When we arrived home, we saw that our lights have been left on.  

4-When a volcano disappears, it sends dust into the atmosphere. 

5-Dimond necklaces are cheap pieces of jewelers. 

6-The question was so difficult to understand. The answer was very obvious. 

 

5- Read the following passage, then answer the questions: 

Soon, machines will be able to recognize you by looking at your 

eyes! The system works because everyone's eyes are different. So in 

the future you won't have to remember a number when you want to 

take money out of a bank. You'll just have to look at the machine and it 

will be able to tell who you are. The eye-recognition system is being 

tested in shops and banks in the USA. Experts say that by 2020 eye-

recognition will have replaced all other ways of telling who people are. 

Machines will soon be able to recognize you from the shape of your face 

or hand or even your smell! We already have machines which can 

identify you from your voice or fingerprints. But eye-recognition is 

better because your eyes don't change as you get older, or get dirty like 



hands or fingers. And even identical twins have different eyes so the 

system can offer almost 100% accuracy.  

A-Answer the following questions: 

1- Why is eye-recognition system perfect? 

2- What are other systems of recognition? 

3-Find in the text words that mean:      a- modern   b- improve   

B-Choose the correct answer: 

4- The underlined word 'identical' means ........  

a- like b- different       c- the like               d- similar 

5-The best title for this passage is ...... system. 

            a-skin-recognition      b-fingerprints       c-eye-recognition    d-computer 

 

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions: 

A 14-year-old boy from the USA was described as a hero yesterday after 

he saved the life of a woman in Finland. Dean was sending an e-mail to a 

friend on the internet. Suddenly he received a message saying 'Help! Pain!'.   

The message was from Finland, thousands of kilometers away. It was hard to 

tell if the message was real. So Dean did nothing, but the message came again. 

Then it was easy to see that someone was in trouble. He replied and discovered 

that the sender was a student called Tarja, who was alone in a university 

library. She was very ill and her only way of communicating with the world 

was by e-mail. Dean contacted the Texas police. It was necessary for them to 

contact the police in Finland. Then an ambulance raced to the university, and 

doctors found Tarja. She was unconscious but she was alive. "I'm glad she's OK, 

an e-mail saved her life. " Dean said. "  

A- Answer the following questions: 

1- What was Dean doing when he received that message of help? 

2- How did Dean save the life of  Tarja? 

3- Find words that mean:    a- call     b- faint. 

B- Choose the correct answer from a. b. c or d: 

4-The nationality of the victim is .....................  

a) American b) French c) Finnish d) British 

5-The message was ......................  

a) missed b) incredible c) fiction d) real 

The Spiders :- 

7-Answer The following questions :- 

1- why must the officer find the spider's body? 

2- How did Wafaa feel as she was driving throw the storm? 

Complete The following to make meaning full sentences: 



(a) It could be many years before a…………………… 

(b) Captain Osama told Wafaa to ……………………… 

Read the quotation and answer the questions:- 

                   " we are running out of time " 

1- Who said this to whom? 

2- Why were they running out of time? 

-Writing- 

Write a paragraph of 100 words about:- 

Some young children spend a great amount of time practising sports. Discuss 

the advantages and disadvantages of this.   

Use reasons and examples to support your choice. 

 

 

-Translation- 

Translate into Arabic : 

The world's climate is changing. Scientists believe this is due to a number of 

natural reasons. so leaders of the world agreed to put solution of the problem 

in different ways, they suggest financing world organizations with enough 

money to be able to face the problem. 

Translate into English: 
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